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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, Craven and Peletier [I] considered the parabolic equation 
au a 
at=ax i 1 44 g , 
where k(u) has the properties K(0) = 0; k(u) > 0 for u > 0; k’(u) > 0 and 
K”(U) > 0. Thus th e parabolic equation is degenerate when u = 0. By seeking 
a similarity solution in terms of the variable 
7 = x/(t + 1)1’s 
and denoting u,(x, t) =f(q), Eq. (1) is reduced to 
W’)f’)’ + d-‘/2 = 0, (2) 
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to 7. In [l], it was 
shown that Eq. (2), subject to the conditions 
f(0) = A > 0; f(a) = 0, (3) 
admits a unique weak solution f in the following sense: 
(i) f is bounded, continuous, and nonnegative on [0, co]; 
(ii) the function F(q), defined by 
is continuously differentiable on [0, co); 
(iii) the identity 
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holds for all $ E C1(O, cc), which vanish in a neighborhood of 7 = 0, as well 
as for large 7. 
Further, it was shown that there exists a positive number Q such that 
ii?-[f-lkf’] = -a/2, (4) 
from which follows: 
&y-f’(7) = - & 2 if &I k’(f) f 0, + 
lim f’(7) = -9 if 
7l-eL 
pIiI K’(f) = 0, 
+ 
andf=Oforr)>a. 
An interesting question that arises is the determination of the location 
of the discontinuity. In this note, we obtain upper and lower bounds for a 
in terms of K(f). 
2. AN UPPER BOUND FOR a 
The calculations that lead to the bounds for a are based on the observation 
that f ‘(7) < 0; f “(7) < 0 for 0 < 7 < a, which we now show. 
LEMMA 1. f ‘(7) < 0 and f “(q) -==I 0 for 0 -=c 7 < a. 
Proof. We first observe from (2) that f is differentiable in 0 < r) < a and 
that f does not have any local extremum in (0, a-). Hence, that (2) and (3) 
has a solution implies that f > 0, f ‘(7) < 0 for 0 < 77 < a. It then follows 
from (2) that f”(0) < 0. 
To show that f”(7) < 0 for 0 < 7 < a, we suppose the contrary is true. 
Hence, there exists Q < a at which f ‘(TJ < 0; f “(TI) = 0. Differentiating 
(2), we have 
k(f)f”‘+3$fy+$f’“+g++f” =o, (5) 
and using the assumed property of k( f ), we have 
f %I) > 0, 
so that Q is a local minimum off’ and that f”(7) > 0; f’(q) > f’(~i) in a 
right neighborhood of Q . Indeed, f” must remain positive in (Q , a), for if 
it vanishes again at 7s , Q < ~a < a, then we have f “‘(7s) > 0, which is 
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impossible since fw > 0 in (Q , Q) implies f”‘(r/a) < 0. Now, from (2) we 
readily obtain 
Since dk/df > 0, d2k/df2 > 0 by assumption, we have 
dk[f (%)I > dk(O) 
df df’ 
so that 
and so 
-71 1 dk[f (%>I df I -I > --a 
f’h) > f ‘(4, 
contradicting the result f ‘(7) > f ‘(TJ for q1 < 11 < a. Hence, we must 
have f “(7) < 0 for 0 < 71 < a. The lemma is thus proved. 
It follows from Lemma 1 that 0 > f ‘(0) > f ‘(7) for 0 < 7 < a. We 
therefore have 
(kf')'+q,>O and kf’>k(A)f’(0)-qq2. (6) 
Since kf’ is negative, the right side of (6) must also be negative. Hence, we 
have 
so that 
0 > f ‘(0) [k(A) - a21419 
We therefore have 
k(A) - a2/4 > 0. 
a2 < 4k(A). (7) 
3. A LOWER BOUND FOR Q 
A lower bound for a can be obtained by integrating (2) from 0 to u- , to 
give 
~oa-Mf)f')'di +(-~f% =O, (8) 
and hence 
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Since it follows from (4) that k( f)f’ vanishes at a- , we have 
-Wf’P) = 4 joa-fh. 
Using the fact that f’ < 0 and f” < 0, we have 
so that 
--K(A) f '(0) = k(A) ( f '(0)l > Aa/4. 
Again, from (S), we have 
k(A) f ‘(0) = 8 I;- vf’ 4. 
Since f I < 0 implies f ‘(a-) < f’ < f '(0) < 0, we have 
(9) 
1 
TO s 
a-?If’dq >$f’(a-) =$j&. 
Hence, it follows from (9) that 
or 
d/W(O) > K(A) [ f ‘(O)( > AU/~, 
To sum up, we have 
a2 > 2k’(O) A. 
2R’(O) A < a2 < 4h(A). 
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